SoBA Display Criteria 2020
Exhibiting artists who register as a Photographer may only display photography.
Exhibiting artists who register in other mediums may not display photography.
Paintings must be completely dry, not wet or tacky either on the surface or the edges of the piece.
Only 1 piece of art work and 1 mini accepted for each change of show. Limit 12 minis per change of show
on a first come basis
There must be 3 months between exhibiting the same piece of wall art or 3-D

WALL ART
All wall art is to be wired properly. NO SAW TOOTH HANGERS OR EASEL BACKS.
Wall art, if your piece sells, you may replace it with a new piece in the exact location as the sold piece. If it does not
fit into that space, please contact Pat or Michele and they will come and re-hang your piece.
Artists are not to move, rearrange art work or add additional art work.
Art work must be original. Giclees are not permitted on the walls. Giclees are accepted only for Bin Art.
Reproductions are only accepted for Bin Art

FRAMES
Frames that are too heavy will not be accepted. If in doubt, save yourself an extra trip and bring a backup
piece. Hanging committee to decide.
Framed art that requires a protective cover and is LARGER THAN 18x24” must be glazed with plexiglass, not glass.
All plexiglass glazed items must have care instructions on the back of the work.
Bumpers may be included (especially on minis) and placed on back corners

SIZES
In order to hang on gallery walls the following size limits must be followed.
Maximum size is 36 x 40” (Standard size canvas with a 1" frame is acceptable) * Larger pieces that are not heavy
will be accepted on a limited basis if you notify the display committee a week or more in advance.
All art must be professionally presented, clean and properly framed.
Art larger that10x10 goes on the regular wall.

Gallery Wrapped Art
Depth of all gallery wrapped canvases must be 1 1/2” deep
The top, bottom and sides of Gallery Wrapped Canvas must be finished and painted to compliment the
painting
Gallery wrapped paintings or photography 9x12” or larger must be wired.

MINIS
Maximum size of mini art work is10x10 framed or gallery wrap
Minimum size of mini art work is 4x6
Artists may bring in one regular art piece and 1 mini per change of show.
Only 12 minis will be accepted on a first come basis on change of show
Those not able to show their mini will get priority the next month.
Gallery wrapped paintings or photography 10x10” or smaller to hang on the designated mini walls do not require
wire.
No easel backs on mini frames
Saw tooth hangers permitted on minis only
Bumpers may be included (especially on minis) and placed on back corners

BIN ART
A total of 3 pieces of bin art is permitted. Bin art changes 4 times a year and only on change-of-show day in JAN.,
APRIL, JULY, and OCT.

3 D artists and Jewelry artists are juried in. Stained glass limited to windows only. Only 2 stained
glass artists accepted
Photographers limited to 20 photographers

